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explain. The other day Iran into the
philosopher David Lewis at Oxford, but not
because either of us was engaged in any
philosophical activity whatsoever. Iran into
hirn on the platform at Oxford station. He
and I had just arrived, independently, on
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the Steam Special from Didcot. I was return
ing to Oxford, and he was going back on the
return Steam Special to Didcot. That was, I
think, the sum total of his stay in Oxford. So
it shows how important trains can be to
philosophers.

Pieturability and possibility

Philosophy is sometimes contrasted with the
sciences on the grounds that it's not about
what is actually so, but about what is logically
necessary, what is logically possible and what
is logically impossible. Philosophers rely a
good deal on these profound notions, but they
don't always agree on what they mean. What
is the acid test of logical possibility?

Some say with David Hume that what is
logically possible is what is conceivable or
imaginable:

It is an established maxim in meta
physics, That whatever the mind clearly
conceives includes the idea o[ possible
existence, or in other words, that noth
ing we imagine is absolutely
impossible. 1

What does 'conceivable', or 'imaginable',
mean? If we make it n'lean 'logically possible',
then Hume's maxim is a mere tautology. But
if we use it to mean 'able to be entertained in
the mind', then the maxim is plainly false.
Like the White Queen we can imagine six
impossible things before breakfast: it's by
imagining them that we detect their impossi
bility.

But 'imagine' can mean something else: to
visualize, to form a mental image or a picture
'in the mind's eye'. This is a plausible inter
pretation for our purpose, because
philosophers have often taken imaginability
in this sense to be a test of possibility:

If astate of affairs is really logically im-

possible, it is not imaginable by
anybody: no one can imagine a tower
that is both 100 and 150 feet high, or a
circle that is square. 2

I believe that philosophers put their trust in
imagining, as a test of what is logically possi
ble, because when people imagine things they
often form mental pictures of them. And they
regard mental pictures as a valid test of possi
bility because they regard physical pictures as
a valid test too.

After all , we might accept that a verbal
description could trick us into entertaining
impossibilities unawares. But it seems as if a
picture could never let us down. Because
whatever can be seen in a picture (I mean a
figurative and not an abstract picture) can
surely exist in real life.

Here we may begin to feel the strong pull of
what I will call the picturability principle,
namely that:

Whatever is picturable is logically possi
ble

where 'picturable' means: able to be pictured,
not just in the mind's eye, but in a physical
painting or drawing. It's our philosophical
faith in the picturability principle that I really
want to discuss.

Peiree's ieons

Why should we believe that the picturability
principle must be true? Perhaps we think like
this. A picture of something, unlike a verbal
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Hogarth's False Perspective.

deseription, shows us what it looks like. And
what looks like something that aetually does
exist, surely ean exist itself. This view has
been put forward in more sophistieated terms
by Charles Peiree and Ludwig Wittgenstein.

Nearly 100 years ago Charles Peiree, an
Ameriean philosopher whose manifold works
have yet to be fully assimilated and appreci
ated, ereated his semiotie, or formal doetrine
of signs. A sign, for Peiree, is anything whieh
'stands to somebody for something in some
respeet'. His fundamental 'triehotomy' of
signs divided them into icon, index and sym
bol.

An ieon is a sign of the objeet that it stands
for beeause of its aetual likeness to it: so a
pieture or a model or a map is an icon of what
it represents. An index beeomes a sign of an
objeet beeause it is aetually affeeted by that
objeet; as a weathereoek shows where the
wind blows from, or a footprint shows where
a foot has been. A symbol is made a sign of its
objeet purely by eonvention, as words and

other 'eonventional signs' are made to stand
for their objeets by human agreement. 3

These eategories of signs are not exclusive.
A photograph, says Peiree, is both ieon and
index: it's made into a likeness of its objeet by
the effeet of that objeet upon it. Ieons ean be
subdivided again into those whieh are like
nesses beeause of one shared property (like a
eolour sample), whieh we eall samples: and
those whieh are likenesses beeause of a whole
shared strueture (like a map or model), whieh
we eall representations. One other interesting
thing that Peiree says about ieons is this:

there is one assuranee that the Icon
does afford in the highest degree.
Namely, that whieh is displayed before
the mind's gaze-the Form of the Icon,
whieh is also its objeet-must be logi
eally possible.4

Wittgenstein's pictures

Some twenty years after Peiree founded his
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semiotic, Ludwig Wittgenstein wrote in his
Tractatus that the basic propositions of lan
guage are pictures of the situations that they
describe. He saw these 'pictures' much as
Peirce saw icons: as representations that are
identical in structure with what they repre
sent. I-Iis chosen example was the courtroom
re-enactment of a motor accident in which
n10del cars, carefully arranged, were used to
represent the exact locations of the real ones.

Wittgenstein believed, like Hume, that at a
fundamental level we cannot 'think illogi
cally'. Accordingly his 'logical picture'
guaranteed the possibility of what it pictured:

A logical picture of facts is a thought ...
A thought contains the possibility of the
situation of which it is the thought. ...
Though astate of affairs that would
contravene the laws of physics can be
represented by us spatially, one that
would contravene the laws of geometry
cannot. 5

From these two theories comes a common
theme. A representation such as a picture is a
structurallikeness of the scene it represents: it
represents it because it resembles it. And
whatever is a likeness of something else must,
by its actual existence, guarantee at least the
possible existence of that something else-at
least, so far as it is like it. (The Tardis as seen
on TV guarantees the possibility of telephone
boxes, but not of time travel.)

After all, if things weren't like this then we
would have to suppose that two objects could
be alike in all relevant ways, except for the
trifling circumstance that one of them actually
exists, while the other one isn't even possible.
And that's absurd.

Incidentally: this theory, that pictorial rep
resentation depends on a resemblance
between the picture and what it represents or
depicts, is in any case (believe it or not) a
focus of hot debate. Many philosophers say
that pictures don't have any natural relation of
resemblance to what they represent: they're
just another kind of convention-based infor
mation system, much like language. 6 In effect
these people are claiming that pictures are not
really Peircean icons at all , but only Peircean
symbols.

You may find this view of pictures bizarre,
and prefer to think that they are, after all ,
likenesses of what they represent. But if you
do, then you must come to terms with one
very persuasive argument that threatens the
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'resemblance theory' of pictorial representa
tion, and the picturability principle along
with it.

It goes like this. If a picture was a likeness
of what it represented, then (as Peirce and
Wittgenstein agree) it would guarantee the
poss:ibility of what it represented. But it can
not be such a likeness, because it doesn 't
guarantee the possibility of what it represents.
And it evidently doesn't guarantee the possi
bility of what it represents, because there are
in existence pictures of impossible objects,
such as those drawn by the Penroses and
Maurits Escher.

The impossible objects

Thirty-five years ago a very short paper (341
words in all) appeared in the British Journal of
Psychology, after which the world was never
quite the same again. Its authors were L.S.
Penrose, a geneticist, and his son Roger, a
mathematician (author more recently of The
Emperor's New Mind) and it was entitled 'Im
possible objects: a special type of visual
illusion' .7

In their paper the Penroses first paid tribute
to Escher for his pioneering work in this field.
They might also have acknowledged the
Swedish artist Oscar Reutersvärd, who drew
an impossible object in 1934; and even
William Hogarth, who published his False
Perspective (recently copied by David Hock
ney) as the cautionary frontispiece of a book

A Penrose triangle: a perspective drawing of an
impossible object.
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Two Penrose triangles seen from different angles.

on perspective 200 years earlier-just fifteen
years after David Hume proclaimed the pic
turability principle in his Treatise. 8

Next the Penroses introduced their famous
TriangJe and Staircase drawings, which they
describe as follows:

Each individual part is acceptable as a
representation of an object normally sit
uated in three-dimensional space; and
yet, owing to false connexions of the
parts, acceptance of the whole figure on
this basis leads to the illusory effect of
an impossible structure.9

The Penroses' compliment to Maurits Es
eher was returned with interest. Three years
later came the famous Waterfa11, into which as
Escher points out the Penroses' triangle is
fitted three times over. He describes it like
this:

Another impossible object: a continuously
ascending staircase.

Falling water keeps a millwheel in mo
tion and subsequently flows along a
sloping channel between two towers,
zigzagging down to the point where the
waterfall begins again. The miller sim
ply needs to add a bucketful of water
from time to time, in order to compen
sate for loss through evaporation. 1O

Escher's Waterfall, © 1961, M.C. Escher
Foundation, Baam, Holland. All rights reserved.
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In Ascending and Descending, Escher bor
rowed from the Penroses more directly. He
took their staircase and peopled it with trudg
ing and counter-trudging figures, describing
them as 'monks, adherents of some unknown
sect'. The monks point the philosophical
moral of the Staircase just as water does of the
Waterfall."

If you now recall the picturability principle,
namely that whatever is picturable is logically
possible, then you'll realize that the Triangle,
Waterfall and Staircase must be valid counter
examples to this principle so long as they are
in fact both picturable and logically impossi
ble. And that is just what they seem to me to
be. I believe these pictures depict impossible
objects in just the same way as other pictures
depict possible ones.

Let me put this point in very stark terms,
which I shan't attempt to justify here. Escher's
Waterfall counts as a picture of an impossible
object because when we look at it what we see
in it is an impossible object, and we see such
an object clearly and unambiguously enough
to be sure that that is what we are intended to
see in it. Therefore this picture is a valid
counter-example to the picturability princi
pIe, which in consequence is proved to be
false.

Having said this, I must admit that surpris
ingly many people are so much in love with
the picturability principle that they won't ac
cept this outcome, and look instead for any
way to reject these apparent counter-examples
as invalid. Now there are only two ways for
them to do this. One is to show that what is
pictured here is not really impossible; the
other is to show that what is impossible here
is not really pictured. Both ways have been
attempted with enthusiasm.

Are impossible objects impossible?

First then, what about the claim that the Pen
rose and Escher drawings don't after all depict
anything impossible? Well, it certainly seems
as if something impossible is depicted! (Of
course what's impossible is not the picture
itself-there it is on the page in front of you
but the object that you see in the picture.) The
best way to demonstrate the impossibility is to
embody it in a verbal description of the object
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Escher's Ascending and Descending, © 1960, M.e.
Escher Foundation, Baam, Holland. All rights
reserved.

pictured, which is both correct and at the
same time self-contradictory.

For example: start at any of the four corner
landings of the Staircase and label them, in
ascending order, A, B, C and D. Now it's true
of the Staircase thus labelled that B is above
A, C is above B, D is above C, and A is above
D. But this set of statements is inconsistent.
Any three of them can be true together, but
not all four. A similar correct yet inconsistent
description can be given of the WateTfall. In
fact Escher gave it hirnself, in the narrative of
the millwheel quoted above.

Now you might well think that if the object
we see in the picture can be correctly de
scribed by a self-contradictory formula, then it
must be impossible. How on earth could any
one claim that what is pictured here is, after
all, logically possible? Well, one such claim is
this:

the objects depicted are not, strictly
speaking, impossible, since objects can
actually be constructed which, when
viewed from a certain angle, correspond
to the figures. 12

What are these actual, and therefore possi
ble objects which when viewed from the
proper angle 'look impossible'? One of them is
an 'open:ended' version of the Triangle, pic
tured in photographs by Richard Gregory in
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his book The Intelligent Eye. This 'triangle'
breaks the self-contradictory description of its
impossible counterpart in a rather obvious
way. But better, 'closed' versions of the possi
ble Triangle do exist. And in the Penroses'
paper you can see a photograph of their own
'closed' and possible counterpart of the im
possible Staircase. 13

Now the argument given here in defence of
the picturability principle seems to be this.
The 'impossible object' pictures are pictures
of possible objects after aIl, because for each
one of them there's a perfectly possible three
dimensional object which, if it was projected
on to a two-dimensional surface, would pro
duce exactly the same picture.

This is quite true. In fact, though not many
people know this, it's also true of any two-di
mensional picture of a three-dimensional
object, that in this sense there are infinitely
many objects which the same picture could
equally weIl be a picture of.

The visual pyramid

This an1azing fact is best shown by a diagram
which you may sometimes find in books on
perspective or perception. It shows a sideways
'pyramid' of light rays that emanate from the
outer edges of an object and converge in the
observer's or the artist's eye. Somewhere be
tween object and artist the rays may intersect
a theoretical 'picture plane', placed at a right
angle to them, on which a picture of the object
is supposedly projected.14

This diagram makes it obvious that the
same 'visual pyramid' of light rays, projecting
the same cross-section on the picture plane,
could just as weIl be produced by an object
which was slightly smaller and nearer ... or
slightly larger and further ... or elongated and
tilted ... or distorted and skewed ... in fact it
could be produced by an infinity of selected
alternatives, each of which would project the
same figure on the picture plane.

In Peirce's tern1inology you could say that
each of these pictures would be a different
index, caused by a different object. Yet each
of them would be, as an icon or likeness,
identical with all the rest. And the claim
made in defence of the picturability principle
can be put like this: the Triangle, or Staircase,
is not strictly speaking an icon of something
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impossible, because it could be produced as
the index of something possible!

To this spirited defence of the picturability
principle there's a simple answer. What a pic
ture depicts is decided by what we see in it,
not by some other object that could have
brought about the same pictorial result. And
it's a remarkably consistent feature of pic
tures, including impossible object pictures
(but excluding puzzle pictures and ambiguous
figures), that when we look at them we do at
once see unambiguously a particular object, of
a particular shape ... etc.

As Ernst Gombrich puts it: when we look at
a painting by Constable:

we rightly ignore the innumerable weird
interpretations that must also lurk be
hind the serene surface of the painting.
For as we scan the flat pigments for an
swers about the motif 'out there', the
consistent reading suggests itself and il
lusion takes over. 15

Now there's no doubt at all that when we
look at the Triangle picture, our 'consistent
reading' is of asolid and closed three-sided
figure, with each side touching and pre
sumably joined to the other two sides. The
artist has cunningly exploited our normal per
ceptual responses to ensure that we overlook
all the latent 'possible' interpretations, and
see instead something that looks convincingly
three-dimensional, impressively solid, and ...
quite impossible!

So we can reject the claim that impossible
object pictures don't really threaten the pic
turability principIe, because they can be
specially treated as if they were pictures of
son1ething possible. And we should take note
as we do so that this special treatment of the
impossible object pictures isn't being recom
mended as an act of charity, in ignorance of
their unusual subject-matter. On the contrary,
it's being recommended by people who have
already seen impossible objects in them and
don't like what they see!

In fact, their eagerness to find a special way
of protecting the picturability principle
against these counter-examples betrays them.
It signals their grudging admission that, if the
Escher and Penrose pictures were considered
in the ordinary way without special treat
ment, they would have to be counted as
genuine pictures of in1possible objects, and so
as valid counter-examples to the disputed
principle.
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Can impossible objects be pictured?

As it happens, the same trap lies in wait for
those who choose the other way to protect the
picturability principle, and claim that the im
possible object pictures are not really pictures
at all. Why do they recommend this treatment
for the impossible object pictures in particu
lar? What they seem to be saying is that these
pictures cannot be accepted as real pictures
because what they are pictures of is-some
thing impossible!

Take one particular defence of the pic-
turability principle along these lines:

The only things a picture cannot show
are those it is logically impossible to
represent ... (Trick paintings of ... geo
metrical impossibilities exist-for
example, the wooden triangle repro
duced on the cover of the Pelican New
Horizons in Psychology).16

This author first asserts the picturability prin
ciple in so many words, and then at once adds
(referring to a twopence coloured version of
the Triangle) that there are 'trick paintings'
which violate it.

But if the picturability principle is really
being asserted as the truth of the matter, then
any 'violations' of it that are mentioned in the
same breath must be only apparent, not real
violations. Yet no reason is given for believing
that the pictures in question are only apparent
violations, except that they're called 'trick
paintings' .

But what singles them out as trick paint
ings? They aren't examples of the puzzle
pictures, or ambiguous pictures, already men
tioned. On the contrary, impossible object
pictures are pictures in which we can quite
unambiguously see objects that are impossi
ble! Their critic has no reason to classify them
as 'trick paintings', except precisely that their
subject-matter is impossible.

But if you first look at a picture and see
something in it, and then realize (perhaps
only gradually) that what you can see in it is
logically impossible: then this is not a good
time, and not a good reason, for saying that
what you are looking at can't be a picture after
all! If you say this, then you must now be
rejecting it as a picture for reasons that
wouldn't even be available to you, had you
not already accepted it as a picture.

A similar attempt has been made to defend
Hume's version of the picturability principle
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against Escher's Waterfall and Ascending and
Descending pictures, on the ground that they
make simultaneous and confusing use of dif
ferent perspectives, and therefore do not
successfully represent impossibilities. 17

Now there are pictures of impossibilities
that do depend on false perspective: for exam
pIe, Hogarth's False Perspective. But Escher's
two drawings are not among them. What
marks out these drawings is not 'false perspec
tive' but (as the Penroses accurately point out)
'false connexions of the parts'.

This however is not important. The impor
tant thing is that apreeise and uniform use of
perspective is not something we normally re
quire when deciding what is a picture and
what is not. If we did, then we would have to
reject large numbers of what are at present
undeniably pictures, including many great
works of art.

Someone might say that we should tolerate
pictures with imperfect perspective in most
cases, but not where imperfection means that
impossibilities get pictured as a result. This
reply falls into the same trap as before. It urges
us to say with hindsight that certain pictures
are not pictures after all, just because what we
have already seen pictured in them is impos
sible!

The end of the picturability
principle

My conclusion is short and simple. No one
has shown that impossible object pictures are
really only pictures of possible objects, and no
one has shown that they are not really pic
tures at all. On the contrary, by all normal
standards they are, quite simply, pictures of
impossible objects. From this it follows that
the picturability principle is discredited, and
the mere picturability of a situation can no
longer be relied on as a proof of its logical
possibility.

By the same token, so far as conceiving, or
imagining, or visualizing have been accepted
as proofs of possibility nlerely because they
ride on the back of the picturability principle,
they too stand discredited as tests of logical
possibility. Granted, they probably have apart
to play when we try to work out whether
some situation is logically possible or not. But
if they do, then it's not in the role of a fool
proof, automatie test. Certainly we can be
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helped to think clearly by looking at pictures.
But it doesn't follow from this that thinking
clearly is in itself a special, interior way of
looking at pictures.

If the picturability principle has to be re
jected, then what about Peirce's and
Wittgenstein's theories that seemed to support
it? And what about the 'resemblance theory'
of pictorial representation, on which their the
ories in turn depend? Must they all go too? In
a word: no.

In fact the downfall of the picturability
principIe has a lot to do with pictures in
particular, and much less to do with theories
of representation in general. And this is be
cause pictures, contrary to popular belief, are
not at all representative of representations in
general. To understand this we must go back
to Wittgenstein and to one of his great admir
ers, the Finnish philosopher Erik Stenius.

In the Tractatus Wittgenstein grouped dif
ferent kinds of representation by the 'forms',
or basic dimensions, that they have in com
mon with what they represent: 'A picture can
depict any reality whose form it has. A spatial
picture can depict anything spatial, a coloured
one anything coloured, etc. "18 By this token
presumably models, toys and sculptures are
'three-dimensional spatial pictures', repre
senting objects in three dimensions of space
by objects in three dimensions of space.

But now what about pictures, plans and
maps? These are all projective representations,
'mapping' a three-dimensional surface, object
or scene on to a two-dimensional surface.
They represent objects in three dimensions:
yet they have only two dimensions in com
mon with what they represent. Erik Stenius
calls such representations 'inadequate pic
tures'.

These inadequate pictures, he says (in a
book published two years after the Penrose
Triangle, and in the same year as Escher's
Ascending and Descending), suffer from a cer
tain 'inconvenience'. This inconvenience is
'the occurrence of "impossible" pictures', Le.
pictures which 'do not present any possible
state of affairs. '19

The wonderful inadequacy of
pictures

So the ability, or liability, of pictures to depict
'impossible states of affairs' like the Triangle,
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the Waterfall and the Staircase, is novv re
vealed with great clarity to arise from their
technical 'inadequacy' in the sense just ex
plained. It follows, ironically, that ordinary
pictures as we know and love them aren't, in
the terms of Wittgenstein's 'picture theory',
adequate pictures at all! (You'll probably have
realized by now that it's this same 'inade
quacy' that n1akes every picture, in principle,
into a picture of any one of an infinite number
of different objects or scenes.)

We can see now why all the attempts to
prop up the picturability principle by exclud
ing a few potential counter-examples from the
class of pictures have had so little success.
The failure of the picturability principle is not
just an unlucky spin-off from a few flawed,
marginal examples. On the contrary, it derives
fron1 the most conspicuous feature of all pic
tures, namely that like maps and plans they
are 'inadequate' two-dimensional representa
tions of a three-dimensional reality.

It follows from this that if you deny the
impossible object pictures their rightful place
as pictures, you are really denying the essen
tial nature of all pictures. And if you
champion the picturability principle against
the odds, at least in connection with pictures
as we know and love them, you merely betray
your ignorance of the way in which pictures
represent the world.

Of course it doesn't follow fron'! this that
Peirce's theory of the icon, and Wittgenstein's
theory of the picture, are quite wrong. On the
contrary, for most kinds of representation
pictorial representation ironically excluded
-these theories are largely correct and have
valuable insights to offer. One such insight
is this: that so far as representation does
work by likeness or resemblance, the actu
ality of a representation guarantees at least
the possibility of what it represents. So we
could at least assent to this cut-down
version of the picturability principle: that
whatever is 'adequately picturable' is logically
possible.

Last of aIl, what about the 'resemblance
theory' of pictorial representation? WeIl, even
pictorial representation does work, like any
other kind of representation, by a structural
resemblance. But this is a projective resem
blance, resulting in what Stenius calls an
inadequate picture; and this provides a guar
antee of possibility for a n1aximum of only
two shared dimensions, not three.
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This being SO, you may weIl ponder how
such 'inadequate' and unreliable representa
tions as those we call pictures should have
come to be so useful, so popular and in a word
so wonderful. The answer is that many of the
most remarkable and advantageous features of
pictures spring precisely from that serendipi
tous technical inadequacy. But that's another
story.
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